What is
Endorsement?

Skills for Care Endorsement is the bespoke quality mark that is given to the
best learning and development providers within the adult social care sector.
To become endorsed you must be able to clearly evidence that the training
delivered makes a significant difference, not only to the learner but also to
the person accessing care and support.
Centre of Excellence: going above and beyond
We've developed our Endorsement to recognise the best learning
providers for the adult social care sector but some learning providers
demonstrate exemplary practice. Centre of Excellence status is
awarded to those organisations who continually evolve to meet the needs of the sector and
provide innovative solutions for the learner journey.

We're extremely proud of our Skills for Care Endorsement. It has helped raise our profile
across social media and we've been approached more frequently by other care agencies
requesting training since becoming a Centre Of Excellence. It's also supported us to
become closer as a team by sharing a sense of pride in our achievements.
Helen Haggertay, Consultus Care

Endorsement… the benefits
Quality assurance – your clients and learners will have confidence in the quality
and delivery of the training you provide.
Raise the profile of your business – you’ll be instantly recognised as a quality
learning provider.
Feature in our endorsed learning provider directory – employers regularly use
the directory to find high quality learning.
Receive the exclusive endorsed provider newsletter – a quarterly update with
news, updates and opportunities exclusively available to you as an endorsed provider.
Programme licences – our popular licenced programmes are exclusively available
for endorsed providers.
Benefit from the Skills for Care networks – we use our networks to promote our
endorsed providers, directing traffic to our endorsed learning provider directory.
Bookshop – as an endorsed provider you can benefit from a 10% discount from
any of the full priced publications in our bookshop.
Reflective tool – learning providers who have achieved endorsement have found
the process to be an invaluable opportunity to review their processes and practices.
Improve your own staff morale – share the success of being recognised as a high
quality learning provider with your own workforce.

Being endorsed by Skills for Care for the past year has massively improved people's
perception of the quality of our courses and this has opened more doors, especially with
larger organisations. This endorsement certainly lends credibility to our product, as Skills for
Care is synonymous with quality in the industry. We are very proud of our endorsement and
long may this relationship continue.
Jo Jones, Careskills Academy Ltd

How to apply
Applying for Endorsement couldn't be simpler. Our easy-to-use online endorsement portal,
allows you to work through your application at your own pace and at a time to suit you.
If you’re interested in finding out more about Endorsement and how it can help your business
visit www.skillsforcare.org.uk/endorsement or contact us at
endorsement@skillsforcare.org.uk.
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